TO: ALL CUSTOMERS OF NUCON CORPORATION
RE: ENGINEERING DATA POLICY
DATE: APRIL 22, 2008

Due to recent events and issues regarding product engineering information and data provided by customers to NuCon for use in manufacturing, we feel it is prudent at this time to clarify NuCon’s use of that data in our process.

In an effort to avoid potential misunderstandings, and to ensure our customer base is informed, stated below is NuCon Corporation’s Engineering Data Policy.

“Engineering Data Policy: NuCon is not responsible for reviewing, reporting, or correcting discrepancies or conflicts occurring in customer-provided engineering materials (data, drawings, iges models, etc.)

All incoming customer-provided data and engineering materials are assumed to be accurate and correct as received, and will be utilized as deemed appropriate to NuCon’s contracted process(es). NuCon accepts no liability for discrepancies arising from any conflicts in customer data.

In the event engineering data review by NuCon is required, either by contract, or necessitated by a conflict that impedes NuCon’s ability to process the work, additional charges will apply.”

We appreciate your assistance and understanding.

Regards,

Bill Gresham
NuCon Corporation
34100 Industrial Rd.
Livonia, MI 48150
phone: (734) 525-0770 ext. 232
fax: (734) 525-0773
email: bg@nuconcorp.com